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This thesis contains an epitome of the teaohing con-
victions of a lifetime. So far as I can trace th1e influences . 
that have helped me to them, they are: first, training in appre-
ciation of l yric and narr~tive poetry in the home' from babyhood 
on through girlhood; second, similar training in ,school and 
college in all kinds of poetry; third, the results of my own 
I 
study and reading in connection with my teaching 'and my own 
literary pleasure; fourth, technical training in t~e principles 
of teaching; fifth, the original determination, carried out 
I 
through my entire teaching life, to get children to think for 
themselves and to apply the principles of daily living to the 
books read as well as to apply the content and expression in 
literary works to the test of the principles and ideals of 
daily experience. 
Much credit is due to the work done with Professor 
Martin Wright Sampson, formerly of the University of ·Indiana, 
now of Cornell University, and to work done undet his direction. 
The technical books used in this connection were the following: 
A Handbook of Poetics 
by Francis B. Gummere, Ph.D. 
I 
The Elements of Eng.lish Versification 
by Bright and Miller 
A Primer of English Verse 
by Hiram Corson, A.M., LL.D., Litt.D. 
A Study of Poetry, by F. M. Connell,. cited hereafter, I intro-
duced into the Girls' Latin School (indeed, it was I who got it 
put on the :Boston list) because it gave a similar treatment to 
poetry as that which I had been presenting for many years. To 
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that book I am.particularly i ndebt ed f or the definiye treatment 
of noble emotion, lyrical elements, and the elements of poetic 
intensity • 
. I feel especial· gratitude to Miss Ellen M. 1 Dodge, 
formerly of the State Normal School, Salem, Mass., for her 
remarkable presentation of the subject, beauty, in connection 
with her courses on psychology and philosophy. .l!,or the rest 
I owe thanks to Prof. Trent and Prof. Ashley T~orndike of 
Columbia University and to the many instructors and 1 critics 
whose careful work and broadminded criticism have given know- · 
ledge ana inspiration. 
Lyric and Epic Poetry an Inspiration to Character 
Building. 
I. 
Introduction. 
I A. The social demand on . the schools for development of 
character for democratic citizenship 
B. The test of education for citizenship in. two English 
classes ' 
1. Five children's themas 
a. Summary of attributes involved 
c. Character of modern young person 
1. Development by extra curricula activities 
a. Clubs 
b·. Athletics 
c. Interpretive dancing 
2. Mentality illustrated by handling of Burke ' 1s Speech 
on Conciliation with the American Colonies 
3. Effect on attitude toward life 
a. Sharing of same life as that of elders 
(1) Similarity of problems 
·b. Disappointment at flaws and inconsistencies 
c. Tolerance and consecration 
II . . 
Body of Thesis. 
A. Part of Lyric and Epic Poetry in all this development 
1. Nature of poetry 
a. Definition of poetry 
b. Place in mental life 
Joy, revelation, inspiration 
c. Constituent parts: noble emotion, beauty, truth. 
imagination, melody 
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d. Rank as fine art . 
(1) Comparison with painting, sculpture, musia 
(2) Definit ion of beauty 
(a) Relation to noble emotion 
Definition 
(b) Kinds: physical, intellectual, spiritual 
I 
(3) Truth a companion quality of beauty 
I 
(a) Thought elements 
la. Relation to intelligent emotion 
I 
2a. Governing laws 
(4) Imaginat ion an element in art 
(a) Definition 
(b) Kinds: reproductive, productite, active, 
pass1ve 
(c) Relation to emotion 
Poetic intensity 
Illustrations: 
Nash's Spring 
Shakespeare's The Fairy Life, I and II 
Shelley's Ode to a Skylark 
Scott's Gathering Song of DOnald the 
Black 
Burns's Bannockburn 
Seeger's I Have a Rendezvou.s v'li th I>eath 
Rupert Brooke's The Soldier 
Edna Jacques's In Flanders Now 
(5) Poetic form 
(a) Elements ~ metrics and verse melody 
(b) Relation to thought 
(6) Effect of recognition of poetic fundamentals 
. on student 
B. Lyric Poetry 
1. Definition 
2. Characteristics 1 
Personal emotion, sincerity, universality, concentration, 
structural perfection 
c. 
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a. Definition 
b. Effect of cognition of these qualities 
(1) Illustrations f rom experience as a teacher 
3 . Effect on mi nd and character of mastery of lyr io 
content and form 
Epic 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
a. Illustrations 
(1) Teaching of Comus 
Young People's comments 
(2) Effect of Lycidas 
(3) Teaching o! Ancient Mariner Symbo ~ogy 
(4) Teaching from Burns's Poems 
Comparison ~ith Gray 
(5) Teaching from Words1vorth . Keat s , Shelley, 
Tennys on 
(6) Les sons f r om Rolk :Ba llads and Imitat ion 
Ba llads 
Poetry 
Definition 
Nature of subject matter 
Origin 
Characteristics 
a. Many episodes, dialogues, repetit i ons of 
picturesque images 
b. An opening telling what is to be sung 
c. Simplicity of construction 
d. Uniformity of metre 
e. Definite~~of goal 
f. Expression of action as taking :place in short time 
5. BeoWulf: baakground, development, story 
6. The Folk Epia 
7. Other epic poetry studied in high schools 
8. Manners , cu stoms, social and ethi calideals to be gained 
from the study of epic poetry 
4. 
III· 
Conclusion. 
Ultimate effect of proper study of lyric and epic Proetry on 
mind and character of appreciative reader. 
I , 
1. 
LYRIC AND EPIC POETRY AN INSPIRATION TO 
CHARACTER BUILDING. 
With ever increasing fervor United States society 
today is looking more and more to the schools of the country 
. I 
for the cultivation of habits of thought and action that 
shall fUnction as creative agencies in the formati~n of an 
ideal democratic citizenry. To this end, on the pr rt of all 
educational institutions the inculcation of knowler ge of 
man's development, present status and achievement}nd the 
engendering of correct ideals of man's real worth and true 
relationships become imperative. The flaws in th democratic 
expression of the past have arisen in considera~lJ if not in 
complete measure from the failure to realize: fir Jt, that 
liberty means neither ~icense nor selfish individ j al segrega-
tion, but rather r'such a release of the beet in oJ hers as 
releases the beet in oureelves;nl second, that eJuality is 
spiritual, not natural, nor merely legal, politicJ l, industrial; 
third, that fraternity means the realization of t J e working 
of principle individually and collectively. R~colnition of 
I 
the needs pertaining to relationships .and of righ~ ideals 
concerning them and the methods of fulfilling their require-
ments is the slogan of the new education. Subjeci s are selected 
I 
and methods are being revolutionized to meet the demands of 
the cooperative individualism which is the basis bf true demo-
cracy. 
lNeumann's Education for MOral Growth, pages 20-21. 
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To test the effect of education for citizenship by 
application of individual subjects to life and universal law, 
the writer, ·.vi thout comment of any kind, unexp.ected ly required 
English classes studying respectively Bu.rke's Conciliation 
Speech and Julius Caesar to use one full forty-minute period 
to write an expository theme on The Ideal Citizen. The sub-
joined themes are typi cal and have been printed Without editing. 
~ 
The Ideal Citizen. 
"The ideal citizen is, first of all, intelligent and 
well-informed. His judgments are based, not on opinion, hear-
say, or sentiment, but on knowledge and impart ial reasoning. 
This rare quality of impartiality must go hand in hand with 
perfect unselfishnes s, whi ch is unfortunately even rarer. The 
ideal citizen must have high standards and a fixity of purpose, 
joined with broad-minded tolerance and charity. 
"Bu.t with all these great qualities, the ideal citizen 
must be willing to give his attention to all the petty require-
ments of citizenship; he must have a conscience that makes the 
casting of a vote in any issue, large or small, a compelling 
duty as well as a privilege. He must stand ready to give his 
aid, at any time, to public officials in the performance of 
their duties; he must try to simplify their tasks by scrupulous-
ly obeying all laws and regulations. 
~n his private life, he must do his part towards 
forming an intelligent public opinion by correcting impressions 
• • 
which he knows to be false, and dispensing information and 
unbiased opinion on topics of public interest. If he has children~ 
he must, of cOJurse, train them thoroughly in citizenship. 
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""H~ must be loyal to his country and his comnmnity 
• t 
not blindly, nor in a partisan spirit, but intelligently and 
actively; and he must be ready to devote his whole self to 
their service. 
" 'lli th this patriotism and this loyalty mus t be 
found a 'keen comprehension of large issues. This ci t izen 
must be will ing, if his country is to profit at the expense 
of his state or community, to support cheerfully the measure 
which benefits the larger population. 
"He must have care not to embitter the politics of 
his c ommunity by any raci al or re ligious hatred of his; he 
must be without prejudice. Party warfare mus t not cloud his 
brain ~~.rith unreasoning anger or enthusiasm. 
"The truly ideal citizen would, I suppose, be infallible 
in his judgments; but, if he should chance to find himself mis-
taken, he should be ready to own it, and to change his course 
accordingly. 
"With all this, he should not be without enthusiasm 
for a noble cause, and he should be unsparing· of effort to pro-
mote such a cause." 
The Ideal Citizen. 
~o me, a person wh o obeys the laws of his community, 
of his city, his state, and his country, a person who does his 
best to aid his community and better it in every way possible, 
a person who knows enough to attend to his own affairs and not 
trouble those of his neighbors, a person who is contented with -
life (in the way not to make his friends uncomfortable , yet 
desires to have a go~l to reach), is an ideal citizen~ 
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The Ideal Citizen. 
~MY conception of an ideal citizen is of a man who 
is absolutely clean mentally, morally and physically. He must 
be unselfish to the last degree, honest in even the minutest 
question and brave enough to be willing to die for his country 
at a moment's notice. To be a good ci tiz'en it is only right to 
marry and raise a family to the best of your ability. In order 
to raise a family you must be highly educated in book learning, 
of course, but of far greater importance you must kno w the 
world and the hooks and crooks of the world that you may be 
capable of instructing your children between right and wrong. 
Every citizen must take advantage of the right to vote. If 
you do not, you are not doing justice to your country. You 
are just exactly as disloyal as a man who commits an act of 
treason, for your vote may make the decision between the right 
.'candidate and the wrong one. You must have the highest ideals 
possible and do your · best to live up to them. For by thinking 
only high and pure thoughts you will elevate any one who may 
no t have such a g·ood start in life. In truth, your t houghts 
are of even more importance than your w9rds, for they vibrate 
through the ether and tune into some one else like a radio. If 
every one thought only good thoughts, the result would be a 
race of perfect cit izens . Thinki ng i s not a ll, however; a man 
may t hi nk many good things, yet do nothing. Our ideal citizen 
must do only kind acts; he must be generous not only to his 
dearest friends but to his bitterest enemies; and he must never 
be influenced into doing anything ~ich he knows is not per-
fec t ly r i ght. If you think you are an ideal citizen or hope . 
to be one, you must never lose your temper just because you 
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can ' t have that book you want; you must never get peeved 
because your mother told you that you couldn't go in town 
at night. You mu.st be obedient to those in charge of your 
we1fare; you must be respectful to your elders; you must be 
cons iderate of other people even to the extent of hurting 
yourself; you must never think yourself too good for even 
the most menial kind of labor; you must be willing to make 
every sacrifice for some one goal which you are striving 
for; you must be willing to help other people; and you must 
be able to take defeats with a smile and be ready to start 
in again with renewed vigor and vim; you mu.st not take a 
success as the end of your work, but you must enntinue to 
work and strive as if you were going to live forever. Every 
ideal citizen must have a belief in God and he must do his 
best to live up to every scrap of good that he can possess 
all of these qualities and hundreds of others equally important, 
but a good example of an ideal citizen is Theodore Roosevelt. 
He was an ideal citizen s uch as every one should wo,rk and 
strive to be. It may be hard work, but we owe it to our 
country and our parents." 
The Ideal Citizen. 
"MY conception of an ideal citizen is the man or woman 
who obeys the Ten Commandments, who makes his or her home the 
best possible, obeys the laws of the country, and has the wel-
fare, betterment and ideals of the country in his mind. 
"The ideal citizen should not be narrow-minded, pessi-
mist ic, or of the always-follow-the-leader type; for no man or 
woman who sees only one side of a question o'f' the gloomy si. de 
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of everything, or who never takes a definite stand of his own 
on a special subject can possibly solve the problems that are 
always coming to the surface of democracy. But neither should 
the citizen who is to be ideal be too broad-minded, too op-
timistic or too independent, for he will not give fUll atten-
tion to the very important details, will not take seriously 
the troubles, and will not be apt to recognize the authority 
of those who are superior to him. Lastly, but of no less im-
portan~e, he or she must be generous, courteous, kind-hearted, 
merciful and possessed of a sense of humor, for these qualities 
are the ess.enoes of life. and no human being can be called a 
man or woman in the highest senee of the words, if he or she 
does not possess these qualities. 
".rhe pe;rson who lives up to all these requirements is 
the person who can be counted upon in time of need, and who can 
be trusted to put his -country before himself. He is the Ideal 
Citizen! " 
The Ideal Citizen. 
"The ideal citizen is a person who is a positive force 
for good in his ca.mmu.ni ty, . his c ou.ntry, and th-e world. In order 
to be a positive force for good he not. only lives a life which 
does not harm those about him, but he also does his best to 
help others in every way that he is able. 
"First of all, he obeys the laws of his country. It 
makes no difference whether or not he approves of every law. 
Vfuen a law has been made he respects it. Besides obeying the 
actual laws, he is courteous enough to respect the prevailing 
customs in public places. He knows that a rule, however small, 
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if broken by everyone would cause disburbance; therefore he 
is careful always to set the example of keeping within its 
bounds. 
"After not doing the wrong things, he tries to do 
the best of the right things. He feels that it is not enough 
to sit back comfortably and take life too easily, but that he 
should be active in straightening out matters t -hat need it. If 
people are in trouble he helps them out of their difficulty; 
then he goes a step farther by using his best efforts to remove 
the cause of the difficulty so that the thing will not happen 
again. 
"The good citizen is trustworthy. Re is always to 
be depended on to help in any crisis. He studies matters care-
fully and then does what seems the best to him. He never shuns 
a duty because it is unpleasant, but carries a thing through to 
the best of his ability. Above all, the good citizen is a per-
son so loyal to everyone that life without him would lack a 
stimulus of true ideals. 1' 
Briefly, then, these young people consider the ideal 
citizen the embodiment of the finest intellectual, moral, and 
physical qualities. He is a compendium of intelligence, ration-
ality, stability, independence, tolerance, sympathy, honesty, 
~ 
courage, obedience, service, both by influence and deed con-
stantly active in community, state, national, and even world 
betterment. ·He is withal an idealist, believing in God, serving 
him, and thereby becoming a positive force for good in the 
world. 
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Small wonder is it that the modern young person 
is a totally differ ent product from the youth of thirty years 
ago. Consider the eff ect on self -det erminat io n of the boys' 
c l ub , t he · gi r l s ' c l u1), the Camp .b'ire Gir ls . t he Boy dcout s , 
the Girl Scout s , the trai ni ng i n all k i nds of a t h leti cs, 
g~mes , ana sports , to s :::~y nothing of the more formal litera r y 
society , dramati c associatio n , debating club, interpreta tive 
dancing class, etc .• etc . Ho ·.rv can the youth '.Vho i ndu l ges in 
a l l or in part of these activities fail of independent thought 
and a ction, good sportsmanship, correct group reactions? 
My class of one hundred seniors have been studying 
Burke's Speech on Conciliation with the American Colonies, 
one of the greates t orations in the literature of the world, 
to be sure, but no ne t he less a heavy piece of wor k. The 
fi r st wo rk consist s of analyzing the argument and working 
out with classroom help a finished brief. The second con-
sists in learning the outline so thoroughly that any argument 
can be placed instanter in its proper niche. All this by way 
of ensuring knowled ge adequate to pass the College Entrance 
Examination Board old plan examinations. After this hard work 
is accomplished, we study style. Before beginning this more 
fascinat i ng ·Study, I put the question, "What have you found to 
admire in Ba.rke 's speeeh so far? '' As fast as I could call on 
pupils came the series: !'Absolute logic;n " Justice.;" ''Clearness 
t hrough trans i tion;" "Clever co.upling of persuasi on with argu-
ment by selecting deta ils that appeal to the feelings a t t he 
same time that they appeal to the reason;" ''Appropriateness 
and simplicity of diction and directness of speech and dis-
9. 
arimination in seleat ion of words;!' n Earnestness and sinaeri ty; n 
Restraint and dignity;" Range of vocabulary; 11 ''Sympathy and 
understanding ; 11 "Vision . almost to· the point of. second sight;" 
"Use of same argumoo.ts from different angles;" '' Tremendous 
number of quotations from Bible, classical authors, and English 
poets." There would be nothing especially remarkable in this 
if these points had been indicated by the teacher first, but 
the pupils got them for themselves. The logic, of course, 
came to them increasingly from study, but a large number were 
enraptured by it in their first reading. Can students to whom 
such thinking has become second nature fail to judge keenly the 
foi bles and weaknesses of the adults as well as of the other 
children with whom they come in contact? Adding to this their 
knowledge of science, of physiology,·of sex hygiene, and remem-
bering their imaginative and their initiative power, can one 
think their license unexplainable any more than is their fre-
quent control and consecration? They are no better and no worse 
than the world in whiah they live. The problems of their elders 
are their problems. As among their elders, _so among them. there 
are good and bad, strong and weak. Impatient of sham, they watch 
with eagle eye for flaws and inconai~tencies in older people and, 
when they find these. in an ecstasy of disappointment and chagrin, 
they strike. out at all good as sounding brass or tinkling cymbal. 
Yet with all their extravagance of demand of perfection. there 
is at times a wonderfully gentle spirit of tolerance. Especially 
is this true in the face of honest confession of ignoranoe or 
blunder. A square deal is what they ask. A lie they will not 
pardon; a mistake they will condone. 
* 
10. 
To determine just what part lyric and epic poetry 
play, or should play, in all this development, it is necessary 
to discuss the nature of poetry and to consider the place of 
poetry in mental life. 
Poetry i s the earliest expression of the thought. ex-
perience, and aspiration of the human race. Vitali~ed by feeling, 
the spirit, vibrating in unison with the quickening impulse, 
breaks into rhythmic measure and finds voice in imagery per-
fectly adapted to the exact expression of every phase of mental-
ity attendant upon particular experience. True to the history 
of primitive man, the individual under stress of emotion finds 
solace in the cadence of poetry or the movement of music. Emo-
tional expression demands vibration in regular recurrence of wave 
length. Composed of electrical vibrations itself, spirit finds 
adequate voice only through vibration. The new psychology pro-
vides the key to man and the cosmos. Stifled by the death of 
her brother, Theodore Roosevelt, Mrs. Corinne Robinson, tramping 
the hills of Long Island with his widow, fi.nds vent for her 
agonized heart in the poetic. tribute. Sagamore • * 
Sagamore. 
At Sagamore the Chief lies low -
Above the hill in circled row 
The whirring airplanes dip and fly, 
A guard of honor from the sky; 
Eagles to guard the Eagle. Woe 
Is on the world. The people go 
With listless footstep blind and slow; 
For one is dead - who shall not d·ie -
At Sagamore. 
Oh! Land he loved, at last you know 
The son who aerved you well below, 
The prophet voice, the visioned eye. 
Hold him in ardent memory, 
For one is gone - who shall not go -
From Sagamore! 
Dorinne Roosevelt Robinson 
Mrs. Robinson 1 s own statement at Girls 1 Latin School, ·Boston, 1923 
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Like the soap of old. she travels throughout the land 
seeking to perpet uate he r hero's memory i n story. le ct ure. and 
s ong . Robert Frost, seeking to express the soul of the New 
Hampshire farmer, rides miles upon miles days upon days to 
catch the rhythm of the speech of those sons of the soil.* 
The Code, 
aobert Frost** 
Tell you a story of what happened once: 
I was up here in Salem at a man's 
Named Sanders with a gang of four or five 
Doing the haying. No one liked the boss. 
He was one of the kind sports call a spider, 
All wiry arms and legs that spread out wavy 
From a humped body nigh a s big's a bi scuit, 
But w~rk! that man could work, espec i ally 
If by so doing he could ge t more work 
Out of hi s hirea help. I 'lfl no t deny i ng 
He wa s hard ' on himself . I couldn 't f ind 
That he kept any hours - no t far himself. 
Daylight and lantern-light were one to him; 
I've heard him pounding in the barn all night. 
But what he liked was someone to encourage. 
· Them that he couldn't lead he'd get behind 
And drive, the way you can, you know, in 
mowing -
Keep at their heels and threaten to mow their 
· legs off . · 
I'd seen about enough of his bulling tricks 
(We call that bulling). I'd been watch i ng him. 
So when he paired off wtl.th me in the hayfield 
To load the load, thinks I, Look out for 
trouble. 
I built the load and topped it off; old Sanders 
·Combed it down with a rake and says, "O.K.'' 
Everything went well till we reached the 
barn 
With a big catch to empty in a bay . 
You und erstand t hat meant the easy job 
For the man up on top of throwing down 
The hay and rolling it off wholesa l e , 
*Statement made by Mr. Stanley Braithwaite in address before 
English Council of City of Boston, May, 1923. 
**North of Boston, pp. 78-82. 
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Where on the mow it would have been slow lift-
ing . 
You wouldn' t think a fellm111'd need much urg-
ing 
ITn d er these circumstances, 1JI70uld you. no'N? 
But the old fool seizes his fork in both hands. 
And looking up bewhiskered out of the pit, 
Shouts like an army captain, "Let her oome! " 
Thinks I, D'ye mean it.? 1' l¥hat was that you 
said?" 
I asked out loud, so's there'd be no mistake. 
''Did you say, Let her come ?11 " Yes , let her 
come . ·r 
He said it over, but he said it softer. 
Never you say a thing like that to a man, 
Not if he values what he is. God, I'd as soon 
Murdered him as left out his middle name. 
I'd bu.ilt the toad and knew right where to find 
T\1110 or three forkfuls I picked lightly round 
for 
Like medi tating , and then I ju.st dug in 
And dumped t he rackful on him i n t en lot s. 
I looked over the side once in the dust 
And caught sight of him treading- wate r -like, 
Keeping hi s head above. . " .Damn ye, 11 I says , 
"-That gets ye!" He squeaked like a squeezed 
rat. 
That· was the last I saw or heard of him. 
I cleaned the rack and drove out to cool off. 
As I sat mopping hayseed fro m my neck, 
And sort of waiting to be asked about it, 
One of the boys sings out, "Where' s the old 
man?" · 
!T I l eft him in the barn under the hay. 
If ye want hi m, ye can go and d ig him out . '' 
2!he ;y~ reali zed from the vmy I swobbed my neck 
More than was needed something must be up. 
They headed for the barn; I stayed where I 
was. 
They told me afterward, First they forked 
hay, 
A lot of it, out into the barn floor. 
N~thing! They listened for him. Not a 
r u s t le. 
I guess they thought I'd spike d' him i n the 
. temple 
Be f or e I ljuried him, or I couldn ' t have man-
aged . 
'.rhey exca.va t ed more. ''Go keep his wife 
Out of the barn. '' Someone looked i n a win- · 
dow, 
And curse me if he wasn't in the kitchen 
Slumped way d o\~1 in a chair, with both his 
feet 
Stu ck in the oveh , the hottest day that summer. 
¥~ looked so clean disgus ted from behind 
13. 
There was no ·one that dared to stir him up, 
Or let him know that he was being looked a~. 
Apparently I hadn '.t buried him 
(I may have knocked him down); but my just 
trying 
fo bury him had hurt his dignity. 
He had gone to the house so's not to meet me. 
He kept away from us all afternoon. . · 
Vie tended to his hay. Vfe saw him out 
After a while picking peas in his garden: 
He oouldn 't keep avtay from doing something." 
Weren't you relieved to find he wasn't 
dead?" 
"No! and yet I don't know- it's hard to Say. 
I went about to kill him fair enough. 11 • 
"You took an awkWard way. Did h~ discharge 
you?'' 
11 Discharge me? NO! He kne,.rv I did just 
right o I I 
Rupert Brooke, Alan Seeger, John McCrae found voice 
for exaltation of farewell ana of solemn warning in l yric 
ecstasy. Whenever emotional stir is fresh and deep and life 
giving, poetic reaction results. Poetry, says the Standard 
Dictionary, "is the emotional interpretation of nature and of 
life through the imagination in beautiful and metrical language; 
it is the type of literature of which the ruling factor is 
quickened emotion, the proper language figurative,. the natural 
form verse. and the chief aim to impart imagina tive pleasure." 
" Poetry, '1 says E. C. Stedman in The . Nature of Poetry, "is 
rhythmical, imaginative language expressing the invention, 
taste, thought, passion, and insight of the human soul." In 
the words of the Encyclopaedia Brittanica, "Absolute poetry is 
the concrete and artistic e~res sion of the human mind in 
. 
emotional and rhythmical language. n "I come, '' says John Raskin 
14. 
in Mod ern Painters, ''after s orne embarrassment to the cone lu-
sion that poetry is the suggestion by imagination of noble 
grounds for the emotions ••••••• Love, venerat.ion, admiration." 
Whatever poetry may or may not be, its place in 
mental life is that of joy, of revelation, and of inspiration. 
Poetry interprets man and the universeto man. "The proper 
study of mankind. is man,'' said Pope. "A good poem,'' says Prof. 
Trent "shoulCl put a person into a proper attitude of mind 
. ' 
toward himself, his brot her, and his Maker." Poetry, then, 
i s the la~man's gateway to the empyrean. Its constituent 
parts are noble emotion, beauty, truth, imagination, and melody. 
An understanding of it is dependent only upon the sharing of 
life. Its creation depends primarily only upon adequate emo-
ti onal vitalization. Civilization may be define a as the opera-
tion of ideas functioning in sequence producing the beautiful, 
the gooo, and the true i n perfe ct harmony each with the other. 
Poetry, therefore, i s civilization crystallized in literature. 
Poetry, all admit, is a fine art. Hence it ranks 
with painting, sculpture, and music, and like all fine arts 
has for its particular end and aim the expression of the beauti-
ful. ~hsic expresses the beautiful by means of perfect sound 
as exempli f ied in me lody and harmony; painting makes use of 
color and line; sculpture uses plastic form; poetry expresses 
the beautiful by means of language. 
~ To define the beautiful is not so simple an intellea-
~ tual feat. Mere splotches of color may please the eye, but no 
one would think of calling them beautiful. A chord or a sue-
' 
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ces sion of chords struck on the piano may produce pleas i ng 
sounds, but they are not beautiful.. ~Vords arra.nc:-ed helter-
skelter without meaning may amuse but they are not beautiful. 
Obviously, beauty demands as its inception an idea. Mere 
symmetry and proportion fail to satisfy the aesthetic sense, 
for often perfection of contour and proportion in a human 
one. 
beingl~e~oold. The person fails to express character, we 
say, and this is merely another way of noting lack of idea. 
A sunset scene suggests peace; children. a t :play suggest joy 
or domesticity; a beautiful landscape suggests the goodness 
of the Deity. The idea symbolized by the scene is this essen-
tial element in beauty. 
Not every idea, however, i s suggestive of beauty. 
Cold vveather may sug :;est suffering, or high "IVinds shipwreck 
at sea, or sickness, death. Hence it seems that to express 
beauty the idea conveyed must be aocomp~'tt-Led by an appeal 
to aesthetic feeling; i.e., the idea must be attended by emo-
tional appea~ uplifting in character. Mere sense appeal soars 
the body with ugly mar l:s that are a travesty on beauty, at the 
same time that it bar$ the soul from freedom to develop an 
understanding of goodness and hence of the Author of all good-
ness. Whatever shuts the soul away from the Creator cannot be 
beautiful, for beauty is the supreme· essence of Divinity. Such 
classification excludes from poetry all emotions that are im-
moral and vicious, such as, lust, hate, anger; all that are 
selfish, jealous, discontented; the merely sensuous; the merely 
t rivial, such as amusement, curiosity; the depressing and pinding, 
. ' 
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such as fear, melancholy, horror, dread.* 
Beauty is of three kinds: physical, intellectual, 
spiritual. Physical beauty includes symmetry an.d proportion, 
line and contour of all material objects whether of ·land or. 
sea or sky, of animal or plan-e:-, of mg.n or woman or of child. 
Intellectual beauty is delight in reason and in artistry air. 
method. A "pretty" demonstration in mathematics is one in 
which logic is supreme and expression precise and concise. 
Sptri tual beauty deals with ideas and ideals. Selflessness, 
charity, sympathy, honesty, service, patience, all are ex- · 
amples of spiritual beauty. In the finest poems, all three 
elements combine to produce perfection of imagery and expres-
sion. 
Co-e.istent with beauty must come truth in all good 
poetry as in all good art. The thought element in poetry con-
sists of incident, descriptive detail, beliefs, reflections, 
principles, ideals, all subject to laws that . govern man and 
the universe. It is important to remember that a thought is 
the basis of all intelligent emotion; i.e., of all emotion 
not mere . instinct or sensation. Consequently, emotion ap-
propriate in poetry is not mere sensation, but rational emo-
tion founded on rational motive. It follows that emotion 
should exist in proportion to thought. Intensity of feeling 
is the outgrowth of thought worthy to produce it. The same 
laws that govern thought in fiction govern thought in poetry. 
Thought must be consistent, reasonable, natural, motivated. 
*See Connell's A Study of Poetry (1913) page 6 . 
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The experience, customs, ideals expressed must be true to 
the experience of the human race in its relation to cosmia 
law. Motives that give rise to situations must be those 
that operate in similar circumstances ,in da~ly life. Ex-
pression must not only conform to thought but remain sustained 
while thought endures. The lawyer-novelist, who, attempting 
a violent love scene in which the hero proposes marriage to 
the heroine, makes his transition to the feminine reply by·, 
~· 
"The other party answered substantially as follows" is guilty 
of untruthfulness in presentation as grotesque as the lack of 
humor that made possible such literary descent to Avernus. 
Even the extravagant properly handled has its place. Fable, 
allegory and fairy tale, if consistently wrought out, under 
the gu.ise of the seemingly impossible may symbolize great 
truths. 
Imagination is the faculty of forming mental repre-
sentations of sensible objects independently of the latter. 
Thus, a person may sit at home and c.all up pictures of mountain, 
field, forest, lake or sea. Imagination may be reproductive, 
i.e., it may form mental images of things which have been per-
ceived in the past; or it may be productive, i.e., it may put 
details together so as to form an image that has never been 
actually before the senses" For example, the head and trunk 
of a wo.man plus the tail of a fish make a mermaid. Imagination 
may be active or passive; that is, it may call up objects on 
its awn initiative or it may merely call them up when the 
suggestion comes from another. Imagination is of exceeding 
importance in poetry because it is called into play to depict 
t 
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scenes and to arouse emotion in keeping with the thought of 
the poem. The more intense the situation, the greater the 
degree of emotion and the greater the demands upon imagination 
as the key to feeling. Imaginative and emotional intensity 
together comprise poetic intensity. As play of imagination 
causes a person to use much descriptive detail and to express 
himself in vivid and picturesque diction, the test of imagina-
tive intensity is found in the kind of developing particulars 
chosen and the character of the language used to impress them 
on the mind of the reader. Simile, metaphor, personification, 
suggestive words and phrases, strong nouns and verbs, vigorous 
adjectives and adverbs, all mark the sway of imagination. 
Extreme emotion, on the other hand, whether in king or peasant, 
finds expression in few words, explosive utterance, prayer, or 
repetition of so;me phrase in itself often insignificant but 
given dignity by association wi..th deep feeling. The signs of 
emotional intensity, therefore, are brevity of diction, exclama-
tion, the rhetorical question, apostrophe, echoing, or repeti-
tion, and inversion. 
For beauty of detail and imaginative appeal truthfUlly 
depicted and enhanced by joyous emotion, Nash's Spring and 
Scott's Hunting Song lend themselves to easy, yet spirited 
analysis. 
SPRING. 
Spring, the sweet Spring , is the year's pleasant king; 
Then blooms each thing , then maids dance in a ring, 
Cold doth not sting, the pretty birds do sing, · 
Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-wi tta.-woo! 
,, . 
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The palm and may make country houses gay, 
Lambs frisk and play, the shepherds pipe all day, 
And we hear aye birds tune this merry · lay, 
Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo. 
The fields beathe sweet, the daisies kiss our feet, 
Young lovers meet, old wives a-sunning sit, 
In every street these tunes our ears do greet, 
Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo! 
Spring! the sweet Spring! 
Shakespeare's The Fairy Life, parts 1 and 2, 
illustrate the exquisite play of fancy so eminently Celtic 
in nature: 
Where the bee sucks, there suck I; 
In a cowslip's bell I lie; 
There I couch, when owls do cry; 
On the bat's back I do fly 
After sum..'!ler merrily. 
Merrily, merrily, shall I live now, 
Under the blossom that hangs on the bough. 
Come unto these yellow sands, 
And then take hands: 
Courtsied when you have, and kiss'd 
The wild waves whist , . 
Foot it featly here and there; 
And, sweet" Sprites, the burthen bear. 
Hark, hark! 
Bow-bow. 
The watch-dogs bark: 
Bow-\•row. 
Hark, hark! I hear 
The strain of strutting chanticleer 
Cry, Cock-a-diddle-dow! 
A study of Shelley's Ode to a Skylark reveals the 
creative use of beauty of imagery to enhance appreciation of 
perfection of melodious song and its uplifting effect on the 
listener. 
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ODE TO A SKYLARK. 
Hail to thee, blithe Spirit! 
Bird thou never wert, 
That from heaven, or near it 
Pourest thy full qeart 
In profuse strains of unpremeditated art. 
Higher still and higher 
From the earth thou springest, 
Like a cloud of fire, 
The blue deep thou wingest, 
And singing still d ost soar, and soaring ever si.ngest. 
In the golden lightning 
Of the sunken sun 
0' er which cloud a a.re brightening, 
Thou dost float and run, 
Like an unbodied joy whose race is just begun. 
The pale purple even 
Me lt s around thy flight; 
Like a star of heaven 
In the bro~d daylight 
Thou art unseen, but yet I hear thy shrill delight: 
Keen as are the arrows 
Of that silver sphere, 
~r.os e intense lamp narrows 
In the white dawn clear 
Until we hardly see, we feel that it is there. 
All the earth and air 
With thy ~oice is loud, 
As, when night is bare, 
From one lonely cloud 
The moon rains out her beams, and heaven is over flow'd. 
What thou art we know not; 
What is most like thee? 
From rainbow clouds there flow not 
Drops so bright to see 
As from thy presence showers a rain of melody; -
Like a poet hidden 
In the light of thought, 
Singing hymns unbidden 
Till the world is wrought 
To sympathy with hopes and fears it heeded not: 
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Like a high-born maiden 
In a palace tower, 
Soothing her .love-laden 
Soul in secret hour 
With music sweet as love, which overflows her bower: 
Like a glow-worm golden 
In a dell of dew, 
Scattering unbeholden 
Its aerial hue 
Amo ng the flowers and gras s , which screen it from the view: 
Like a rose embower'd 
In its own green leaves, 
By warm. winds deflower' d, 
Till the scent it gives 
~~kes faint with too much sweet these heavy-winged t h ieves. 
Sound of vernal showers 
On the twinkling grass , 
Rain-awaken'd flowers , 
All that ever was 
Joyous, and clear, and fresh, thy music doth surpass. 
Teach us, sprite or bird, 
What sweet thoughts are thine~ 
I have never heard 
rraise of love or wine 
That panted forth ·a flood of rapture so divine. 
Chorus hymeneal 
Or triumphal chaunt 
Match' d with thine, would be all 
But an empty vaunt -
A thing wherein we feel there is some hidden want. 
Vfuat objects are the fountains 
Of thy happy strain? 
What fi elds, or waves, or mountains? 
What shapes of sky or plain? 
What love of thine own kind? what ignorance of pain? 
With thy clear keen joyance 
Languor cannot be: 
Shadow of annoyance 
Never came near thee: 
Thou lovest; but ne'er knew iove's sad satiety. 
Waking or asleep 
Thou of death must deem 
Things more true and deep 
Than we mortals dream, 
Or how could thy notes flow in such a crystal stream? 
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We look before arid after, 
And pine for what is not: 
Our sincerest laughter 
With some pain is fraught; 
Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thought. 
Yet if we could scorn 
Hate, and pride, and fear; 
If we were things born 
Not to shed a tear, 
I know not how thy joy we ever should come near. 
Better than all measures 
Of delightful sound, 
Better than all treasures 
That in books are found, 
Thy skill to poet were, thou scorner of the ground! 
Teach me half the gladness 
That thy brain must know, 
Such harmonious madness 
From my lips would flow, 
The world should listen then, as I am listening now! 
P. B. Shelley. 
Similarly, with high emotional appeal, .Dryden's 
Alexander's Feast shows the power of music to move man to 
differing moods of equal intensity; his Song for St. Cecilia's 
Day shows in addition the superiority in appeal of organ music; 
while Browning's Abt Vogler shows music to be the one art 
through which in supreme moment's man talks with God and is 
given vision to glimpse and understand the~ssence of Divinity. 
For lofty emotional appeal so obviously preponderant ae 
to seem the chief aim of the poem, examples are Scott's 
GATHERING SONG OF DONALD THE BLACK. 
Pibroch of. Donuil Dhu 
Pibroch of Donuil 
Wake thy wild voice anew, 
Summon Clan Conuil. 
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Come away; oome away, 
Hark to the summons! 
Come in your war-array, 
Gentles and commons. 
Come from deep glen, and 
From mountain so rooky; 
The war-pipe and pennon 
Are at Inverlooky. 
Come every steel blade. and 
Strong hand that bears one. 
Leave untended the herd, 
. The flock without shelter; 
Leave the corpse uninterr'd, 
The bride at the altar; 
Leave the deer, leave the steer, 
Leave nets and barges; · 
Come with your fighting gear, 
Broadswords and targes . 
Come a s the winds oome, when 
Forests are .r ended, 
Come as the waves oome, when 
Navies are stranded: 
Faster, oome, faster oome, 
Faster and faster, 
Chief, vassal, page and groom, 
Tenant and master. 
Fast they come, fast they oome; 
See how they gather! 
Wide waves the eagle plume 
Blend ed with heather . 
Cast your plaids, draw your blades 
Forward each man set! 
Pibroch of Donuil Dhu . 
Knell fo.r the onset! 
Burns's · BANNOCKBURN. 
Soots, wha hae wi' Wallace bled, 
Scots, wham Bruce has aften led; 
Welcome to your gory bed, 
Or to victoria. · 
Now's the day, .and now's the hour; 
See the front o' battle lour! 
See approach proud Edward's power-
·Chains and slaverie! 
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Wha will be a traitor knave? 
Wha can fill a coward's grave? 
\T.ha sae base as be a slave? 
Let him turn and flee! 
Wha for Scotland's King and Law 
Freedom's sword will strongly draw, 
Freeman stand, or freeman fa'? 
Let him follow me! 
B,y Oppression's woes and pains! 
Bw your sons in servile chains! 
We will drain our dearest veins, 
Thlt they shall be free! 
Lay the proud usurper s low! 
Tyrants fall in every foe! 
Liberty's in every blow! 
Let us do or die! 
Alan Seeger's I HAVE A RENDEZVOUS WITH DEATH. 
I have a rendezvous with Dea th 
At s ome disputed barricade, 
When Spr ing comes back 1Vi th rustling shade 
And apple-blossoms fil l the air -
I have a rendezvous with Death 
When Spring brings back blue days and fair. 
It may be he shall take my hand 
And lead me into his dark land 
And close my eyes and quench my breath -
I t may be I shall pass him still. 
I have a rendezvous with Death 
On some scarred slope of battered hill, 
When Spring comes round again this year 
And the first meadow-flowers appear. 
God knows 'twere better to be deep 
Pillowed in silk and scented down, 
Where love throbs out in blissful sleep, 
Puls e nigh t o pu.lse , and br eath to breath , 
Where hushed awakenings are dea r 
But I've a rendezvous 'Itt th Death 
At midnight in some flaming town, 
When Spring trips north again this year, 
And I to my pledged word am true, 
I shall not fail that rendezvous . 
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Rupert Brooke' s THE SOLDIER. 
If I should die, think only this of me: 
That there's some corner of a foreign field 
That is forever England. There shall be 
In that rich earth a richer dust concealed; 
A dust whom England bore, shap~d, made aware, 
Gave, once, her flowers to love~-~er ways to roam; 
A body of England's, breathing ~lish air, 
Washed by the rivers, blest by suns of home. 
And think this heart, all evil shed away, 
A pulse in the eternal mind, no less 
Gives somewhere back the thoughts by England given; 
Her sights and sounds; dreams happy as her day; 
And laughter, learnt of friends; and gentleness, 
In hearts at peace, under an English heaven. 
Edna Jacques's IN FLANDERS,NO\!• 
We have kept faith, ye Flanders' dead, 
Sleep well beneath t hose poppies red, 
That mark your place . 
The torch your dying hands did throw, 
We've held it high before the foe, 
And answered bitter blow for blow, 
In Flanders' fields. 
And where your heroes' blood was spilled, 
The guns are now forever stilled, 
And si 1 ant grown, 
There is no moaning of the slain, 
There is no cry of tortured pain, 
And. blood will never flow again 
In Flanders' fields. 
Forever holy in our a. ght 
Shall be those crosses gleaming white, 
That guard your sleep. 
Rest you in peace, the task is done, 
The fight you left us we have won, 
And "Peace on Ea.rthn ha s just begun 
In Flanders now. 
After careful study of such poems as the foregoing with 
a view to recognition of the various elements that make up 
poetic thought, students are quick to detect what is and what 
is not poetic smbject matter. 
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Knowledge of the nature of poetic thought obtained, 
recognition of the proper relation between subject matter and 
the form in wbich to express it is simple. Comprehension of 
the elements of metrics and verse-melody, viz., word-aooent 
and verse- s tress wi.th rules governing the relation between 
the two. poetic feet, verse, variations and substituted feet, 
effects of trochaic, iambic, dactyllic. and a_napestic measures~ 
musical use of the caesura, placing of emphasis, effect of 
stanza and of blank verse, musical effect of rhyme, quantity, 
alliteration, assonance, direct and suggestive onomatopoeia, 
all are matters of study, discussion, drill and practice. 
Any of the poems suggested heretofore, any po ems i n the oom-
pilations used in modern high schools today offer abundant 
. . 
material for thiS fascinating study. Constant reference to 
tempo, ~antity of notes and rests, grace-notes, etc. in 
music helps to create appreciation of poetic melody. The 
first seventeen lines of Comus give infinite variation in 
length and placing of the caesural pause. The strophe of 
modern so-called free verse is easily mastered in this con-
nection. 
This recognition of poetic fundamentals lifts 
thought, broadens knowledge, trains judgment rightly, exci tea 
imagination, awakens appreciation, cultivates taste. Most 
young people say they like poetry but are unable to explain 
why beyond sayine that they like rhyme and rhythm and the 
happy placing of words - the last, in itself the only quality 
that distinguishes poetic diction from prose, for, apart from 
unusualness of collo·cation, the words of poetry are with very te.w 
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exceptions the words of prose. No amount of commercializing 
of the floating quality of Ivory soap or Fairy soap can 
detract from the glorious poetry of Shelley's 
In the golden lightning 
Of the sunken sun 
O'er which clouds are brightening, 
Thou dost float and run, 
Like an unbodied joy whose race is just beg'.ln. 
Another charm of the line lies in the running of the little 
bird high in space, a placing as unusual as that of the word 
float. The critical power and appreciation engendered by 
such study not only adds to the pleasure in reading but is a 
valuable asset in expres si on . It often serves to inspire 
young people to attempt verse themselves. This is exactly 
what should be, for poetry is the primitive expression of 
emotion. 
Lwrio poetry, indeed, is the form of poetry that 
has for its basic purpose the expression of the personal 
emotion of the writer. This element of emotion personal to 
the writer distinguishes the lyric, first, from dramatic 
poetry, in which the writer's emotion is made subordinate 
to that of the dramatic characters through whom the poet speaks, 
and, second, from epic poetry, in which the emotion centres 
in the action, itself cestralized in-a great hero. The lyric 
is wholly subjective to the poet; the drama is objective to 
the poet, but subjective to the characters; the epic is objec-
tive to the poet. The ke7aote of the lyric is emotion personal 
to the poet and enhanced by singing quality in expression; the 
keynote of drama i~. struggle by a character or characters 
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against forces overwhelmingly superior; the keynote of the 
ep±Cl is action crystallizing in great deeds of conquest. The 
range . of emotion in the lyric is measured only by man's 
capacity to feel in t.erms of the race; the emotion$ aroused 
by drama must be pity and fear; the emotions evoked by the 
epic must be admiration and emulation. The time denoted by 
the lyric is always present, for a lyric expresses what the 
poet feels at the time of writing; the time suggested by the 
drama is always present, for the characters live their lives 
before the ey~s of the present audience; the time suggested 
by the epic is always past, for the epic is a growth, the 
consummation of the ideals of a people. 
Besides the quality of personal emotion, the lyric 
is characterized by s:E.ncerity, universality, concentration, 
and structural perfection. Sincerity is marked by straight-
forwardnes s o ~sp eech , directness of attack, lack of ostenta-
tion. Universality precludes the expression of purely in-
dividual experiences pe.culiar to the writer. At ten. years of 
age a genius in mathematics may solve problems that have 
puzzled leading professors for half a century. Such an ex-
perience is too unusual to be ro.:_bj ect for lyric expression. 
Concentra~ion demands extent of suggestiveness expressed in 
the minimum of words. What depth and height and breadth of 
soul experience are suggested by these lines from Francis 
Thompson 1 s THE KINGDOM OF GOD: 
0 world invisible, we view thee , 
0 world intangible, we touch thee, 
0 world unknowable, we know thee. 
Inapprehensible, we cl~tch thee. 
. . . . . . . . 
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The angels keep their anoient plaaes; 
Turn but a stone and start a wing! 
'Tis ye, 'tis your estranged faces, 
That miss the many-splendoured thing. 
Structural perfection deTil'3.nds, of course, -first of all, 
perfect unity, the more necessary because lyric poems are 
from their very nature brief. A second quality is what 
some oritics call fluidity, that is, a liquid lapsing fro-m 
one thought to another as water ffnds place without friction 
or disturbance. Third, emotion must be appropriately handled. 
It may remain on one level, rise to intensity, start high 
and decline, or take any form of expression demaaded by the 
thought, but formal and proper managemen:t must be obvious 
without seeming mec~anical. Finally. form must be aheolutely 
adapted to thought. 
Again the recognition of the application of these 
technicalities is but a matter of study, drill, and consoious 
practice. Again the student's mental horizon is broadened and 
his spiritual life is deepened by contemplation of noble thought, 
lofty emotion, beautiful imagery, musical utterance. The finest 
tribute a boy can give to an English teaoher is one a high 
school graduate eXJ?ressed to me of a oolleague: "She gave me 
good taste in good literature." By so doing a teacher unlocks 
the wealth of the ages and points the way to the treasure s of 
futurity. The test of accomplishmEnt is measured by achievement. 
Deeds, not \Vords, are what count. When boys say to me, as they 
sometimes do in the Summer Review High School, " "lie like poetry 
now; we kn01.11 what to look for, and \lfhy it is good, and what it 
a.ll means. We never understood before, a I know that a new world 
' 
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has been opened to inquiring minds. When students say, 
as many a one has done, "I don't like to read the kind of 
book I used 'to enjoy: it is silly, there is nothing to it," 
a teacher may take heart, for her wor]S: is pronounced worthy 
by the one best judge. Three years ago, because of some 
peculiarity of program, instead of following the study of 
Macbeth by the study of Milton, as is my usual custom, I 
followed it by the essay for the year, Carlyle's Burns. 
Before we could begin the study of Milton, I was obliged to 
hold the competition for class poem. The output of the 
class was ordinary and labored to the point of banality. 
However, choice was mad.e, · and the winner was told to read 
Milt on's Minor Poems and then write a real class poem. · 
Shortly after that the entire class began their work with 
Milton, and 1.J1ere exuberant in their expressions of enjoyment 
· and appreciation. nif you had given us Milton before Carlyle, 
we could have written some respectable poems, for we should 
have had better understanding of how ta write them, n they 
explained. The incident is suggestive of the real grasp of , 
poetic thought and form that comes through proper teaching 
and the study of a master. It shm111s, too, the student recog-
nition of growth that means the highest form of mentality, 
power to create. 
It is hardly necessary to remark upon the firm 
foundation for ideal character given by such training. The 
constant properly directed use of the mental faculties of 
perception, apperception, reason, judgment, concentration, 
memory tend to promote habits of thought and powers of dis-
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crimination that make useful, right-minded citizens. One 
of the most essential elements in good citizenship is right 
thinking in leisure time as well as in occupied time .,Hhere 
thought is more or less controlled hy the business in hand. 
The mind with faculties keen f i·om appreci ation of poetry finds 
a univers e of opportunity for pleasure, profit, and service 
eternally at hand. It is trained to activity, therefore 
cannot fritter itself away in idleness, and is schooled to 
contemplation of lofty concepts, therefore is unlikely to 
descend to triviality or wickedness. 
The Great War has taught the world that education 
of the head is not enough . The heart must be tralined as well. 
In other words, worthy and adequate emotions must be cultivated 
and emotional balance insured. To this end poetry by intrinsia 
na ture is the finest of instruments. Admittedly, noble e!OOtion 
is the basis without ~ich poetry cannot be; hence comprehension 
of poetry is contingent upon' correct emotional reaction. Such 
experience, beaoming habitual, inareases understanding of good-
ness and tends to righteousness, for right feeling seeks to 
express itself in right action. Recognition of truth promotes 
accuracy and holiness of life for conscience' sake. Beauty, 
exquisite handmaiden attendant upon truth~ bears the key to 
purity and thence to the Creator. "Blessed are the pure in 
heart, for they shall see God." Melody is the spiritual 
solvent in which the soul responds most quickly to the harmonies 
of the Divine plan. Imagination is the fleet-footed messenger 
plying bet,.veen t he human. and the Divine, translating vision 
into terms of the practical, engendering power to see another's 
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point of view, cultivating sympathy, tolerance, love, under-
standing. 
What young person with proper foundation can study 
Comus without being uplifted by the loftiness of the theme, 
chastity, i.e., complete purity, is its own protection? Who 
can fail to be inspired by the noble passage, some of the 
finest blank ver s e in the E~glish language: 
Second Brother. What hidden strength, 
Unless the strength of Heaven, if you mean that? 
Elder Brother. . I mean that too, but yet a hidden strengt~ 
Vfuich, if Heaven gave it, may be termed her own 
'Tis chastity, my brother, chastity: 
She that .has that, is clad in complete steel, 
And like a quivered nymph with arrows keen, 
May trace huge forests, and unharboured heaths, 
Infamous hills, and sandy perilous wilds; 
Where, through the sacred rays of chastity, 
No savage fierce, bandite, or mountaineer, 
Will dare to soil her virgin purity. 
Yea, there where very desolation dwells, 
By grots 9.nd caverns shaggecJ 'Ni th horrid shad es , 
She may pass on iNith unblenched majesty, 
Be it not done in pride, or in presumption. 
Some say, no evil thing that walks by night, 
In fog, or fire, by l ake or moorish fen, 
Blue meagr e hag , or stu.hhorn unlaid gho s t, 
That br eaks hi s ~agic cha i as at curfew time, 
No goblin, or swart faery of the mine, 
Hath hurtful power o'er true virginity. 
Do ye believe me yet, or shall I call 
Antiquity from the old schools of Greece 
To testify the arms of cbastity? 
Hence had the huntress nian her dread bow, 
Fair silver-shafted queen forever chaste, 
\1'herevJi th she tamed the brind ed lioness 
And spotted mountain-pard, but set at naught 
The frivolous bolt of Cupid; gods and men 
Feared her stern frown, and Ehe was queen o' the woods. 
What ,Ras the snaky-headed Gorgon shield 
That wise Minerva wore, un:wnquered virgin, 
Where~,.,ith she free zed her · foes to congealed stone, 
But rigid looks of chaste austerity, 
Ana noble grace that dashed brute violence 
Wi t h sudden a.d oration ana· blank awe? 
So dear to Heaven is saintly chastity, 
Tha t when a soul is found sincerely so, 
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A thousand liveried angels lackey her, 
Driving far off each thing of sin and guilt, 
And in clear dream and solemn vision 
Tell her of things that no gross ear can hear; 
Till oft converse with heavenly habitants 
Begin to cast a beam on the outward shape, 
The unpolluted temple of the mind, 
And turns it by degrees to the soul's essence, 
Till all be made immortal. But 'Nhen lust, 
By unchaste loo~s. loose gestures, and foul talk, 
But most by lewd and lavish act of sin, 
Lets in defilement to the inward parts, 
The soul grows clotted by contagion, 
Imbodies, and imbrutes, till she quite lose 
The divine property of her first being. 
Such are those thick and gloomy shadows damp 
Oft seen in ch~rnel vaults and sepulchres, 
Lingering and sitting by a new-made grave, 
As loath to leave the body that it loved, 
And linked itself by carnal sensualty 
To a degenerate and degraded state. 
Sec. Bro. How charming is divine· philosophy! 
Not harsh and crabbed, as dull fools suppose, 
But musical as is Apollo's lute, 
And a perpetual feast of nectared sweets, 
Where no crude surfeit reigns. 
Or who can fail to respond to the statement of fer-
vent faith in God's protection of the pure in heart embodied 
in the first seventeen lines of the same poem. 
Before the starry threshold of Jove's court 
My :mansion is. where those immortal shapes 
Of bright aerial spirits live insphered 
In regions mild of calm and serene air, 
Above the smoke and stir of this dim spot 
Which men call Earth, and, with lO'N~thoughted care, 
Confined a~d pestered in this pinfold here, 
Strive to keep up a frail and feverish being, 
Unmindn1l of the crown that Virtue gives, 
After this mortal change, to her true servants 
Amongst the enthroned gods on sainted seats. 
Yet some there be that by due steps aspire 
To lay their just hands on that golden key 
· That opes the palace of eternity. 
To su~ah my errand is; and but for s~-on., 
I would not soil these pure ambrosial weeds 
With the rank vapours of this sin-worn mould. 
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When asked if the theme is an expression of truth, 
if purity really is its own protection, boys and girls alike 
attest its accuracy. Boys Quite frankly state that in normal 
life, unless a man is drunk and so irresponsible, no girl · 
who is good and attends to her own affairs is ever molested. 
Girls explain that off-color stories are never told to them 
unless they wish to hear them. All admit that the safety 
of social workers in tenderloin districts proves the point, 
and grant that some miraculous escapes from evil places can 
be due only to the protection of the Almighty. All recognize 
that purity of this type presupposes chastity of thought so 
great that not even a shadow of sin can be temptation. 
All grasp the beauty of the concept and of the 
imagery and the diction in which the subject matter is expressed. 
All are· charmed with the noble music of the poem and with the 
variety of measure to suit changing thought. All this means 
better character; hence purer social life. 
Lycidas, the greatest pastoral elegy in world liter-
ature, has been pronounced the most popular short poem in the 
English tongue among undergraduates, and this by the testimony 
of many hundreds of young people~ Critics have said that not 
a word in the poem could be altered without injuring the artistry 
of the voork. I have no words in which to do justice to the 
interest and charm this poem has for the young people I have 
taught. They are speechless with admiration. I read it to a 
third class the other day and they listened spellbound. Not 
until the very end was there a movement ev.en to change position. 
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What appeals is the wonderful beauty and dignity of imagery, 
the perfection of diction, the intensity and depth of emotion 
so absolutely controlled, the marvelously appropriate musia 
of the lines. This very morning this poem showed a class the 
paucity of poetic intensity and the prosiness of thought in 
many of Drinkwater's lyrics, and thereby became, in Mark 
Pattison's language, "the touchstone of poetic taste." SuClh 
cultivation of taste makes crudeness of life and manner less 
tolerable and by raising ideals. improves civic life. 
Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner is another poem with 
tremendous appeal to the young. They grasp for themselves 
that the Mariner's sin is wanton destruction of an innocent 
well-meaning creature and that not until the Mariner's heart 
is so filled with appreciation of the beauty of ·the most 
loathsome of created things that he blesses the water-snakes 
unconsciously, thereby showing his oneness of spirit with the 
God of Love, does the burden of his wrong-doing drop from him 
into the nothingness from .which it c~~e. But though the finer 
meanings of the symbology have to 'be explained, when once 
understood, they become a source of pleasure and uplift. In 
symbology the bride is spiritual truth and the bridegroom the 
seeker for truth.* The Wedding-Guest, the Bridegroom's next 
of kin, here represents a seeker for truth who is probably 
rather more material in nature than the Bridegroom himself. 
More mundane matters get in th~way of his quest. The Mariner 
t 
*Edward Gettsinger, Ph.D., in lecture on The Seven Valleys, 1921. 
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after his spiritual regeneration becomes a revelator, teaching 
that Love rules the universe and that true prayer is the ex-
pression toward all created things of a love divine in essence. 
"He prayeth best who loveth best 
All things both great and small; 
For the dear God who loveth us, 
He made and loveth all." 
Death represent s merely the passing of souls whose missions 
here are completed. Life-in-Death is symbolic of God's pro-
tecting care that keeps the soul o:t' man under the conditions 
that will make it most quickly face itself ana knov" its t rue 
relation to God, the Father. The solitude in wmich the Mariner 
is left is representatiye of the darkness surrounding the soul 
of the sinner not in a t tune with God t·s lav>~ . 1'he albatross 
a bout the ~~r iner te neck is symboli c of the weight of sin that 
i mpedes the unregenerate until they come to repentance and 
understanding. The coming of the spirits to use the bodies of 
the dead to man the ship typifies God's care of the soul, and 
is a rather interesting suggestion of the fact that the body is 
only the mechani sm that the spirit _uses by whi ch to express 
i tself on this plane. The fact that the Mariner knows what 
persons to select to hear his story is symbolic of the vision 
t hat is given to those who attain at la s t to spiritual under-
standing. The continua l at tempt s o£ the Wedding-Guest to get 
away f rom the Ma r i ner a nd f ollow his own pleasures typify the 
the human mind's constant fight against Truth. The terror of 
the Pilot and the insanity of the- Pilot's boy symbolize the 
effect of fear a.nd ignor·ance when exposed to the searching 
light of Truth. The Hermit, at one with God, is master because 
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he is God's mouthpiece. The departure of the Wedding-Guest 
n like one that had been stunned '' 
' 
one "of sense forlorn " 
' 
yet " a sadder and a wiser man" is suggestive of the cataclysmic 
effect of complete regeneration. That the dead bodies did not 
decay, that the ship went down like lead with the dead bodies 
while the Mariner remained afloat, that the small boat with its 
occupants 1jVas not s ucked under, the whole contrary to natural 
law, all symbolize the fact that miracles are merely examples 
of what may be termed Divine naturalness, results of laws not 
yet understood by humanity. "With God all things are possible. '' 
The symbology i s unusual enough certai nly to i mpres.s 
i ts noble lesson and by improving character to raise the level 
of daily living . For the rest, the structure and the choice of 
words , remarkable for poet i c intens i ty and for verse-melody, 
give endless source of pleasur e. 
From a study of Burns's poems, a class learns to 
app r eciate l yric s i ng ing qua lity, humor, s i mplic ity, and sin-
cerity of feeling and expression, love of nature and of rustic 
life, love of country, the value t o the state of the sturdy 
sons of toil, sympathy with the lower animals, the brotherhood 
of man, the fatherhood of God. A study of the man, Burns, 
brings ou t appreciation of his mental powers, his unusual per-
sonality and address, his tremendous gift to Scotland and to 
the world, sympathy for his weaknesses, but clear-headed recog-
nition that he should have pro gressed and not have yielded to 
self-pity and despair. A comparison of Burns' s work wi th Gr ayrs 
l!:legy i n A Country Churchyard ffi ows the scholar' s hand ling of 
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the same problems. Each man was epoch marking in hie effect 
upon . the world of letters and of life. Both were far r eaching 
in immediate as both have been in ultimate influence, yet eaoh 
had his peculiar niche to fill, neither could take the place 
of the other. So every individual is necessary in the universal 
scheme of things. Each one has his own particular contribution 
to make to civic welfare, and the world is the loser in propor-
tion as one falls short of one's highest execution. 
Vwordsworth teac:he.s 'love of nature and of the 
. 
Creator who expresses His iove to msn through the beauty of 
nature in all its manifold forms, l auds adherence to duty, 
and affirms faith in immortality. Keats , t he apo st le of 
beauty , makes it divine as the synonym of truth. Shelley, 
with exquisite imagery and keen appreciation expresses the 
very ~ssence o.f spiritual insight into the heart of nature and 
of man's love of liberty. Tennyson mirrors the thought, in-
vention, scientific research, and civic problems of his age. 
And so on down the decade s , ea ch poet reveals principles of 
conduct and ideals of goodness that inspire man to better 
living. 
Folk ballads like fhe Twa Sisters, the Cruel Brother, 
the Wife of Usher's Well, Hind Horn are first hand expressions 
of the experiences, beliefs, and superstitions of the uneducated 
common people. They are history and literature in the making. 
The imitation ballad of the educated writers, like Holmes's 
The Ballad of the Oysterman, Scott's Rosabelle from The Lay 
of. the Last Minstrel, Southey's The Well of St. Kayne, Keat$' s 
La Belle Dame Sans Merci, and many others show, as do almost 
( nothing else in literature, the refining effect of education 
on expression, the gain in elegance at the occasional expense 
of loss of vigor. From the standpoint of character development, 
the lesson is vital as marking the difference between control 
and license, between courteous speech and the profanity and 
§ 
Billi~gate of the vulgar, between superstition and knowledge. 
However, whatever the form it may take, lyric poetry 
is the expression of the personality of the individual. It 
sees human relations~ips through the eyes of a single person 
and ·tests human experience in. the alembic of one mind. An 
even finer medium for the study of social ideals may be found 
in epic poetry, narrative in form and racial in scope. 
The great epic is the most magnificent form of 
• 
poetry known to man. It is a long narrative poem dealing with 
matters pertaining to entire peoples or even to the world as 
a whole. Its subject matter may be drawn from history, religion, 
legend, or mythology. The supernatural enters into it largely 
and often controls events. The characters are heroes or demi-
gods engaged in a stupendous struggle against powerful opposing 
forces which they are de s tined finally to conquer. They are 
interesting not so much for any individuality of their own as 
for the part they play in furthering the happy outcome of the 
struggle in which they a r e engaged. In a great epic, the 
interest centers in the action. One of the chie:f characterist-
ics of this form is that it contains essentially all that has 
been given to a civilization by a whole race or people at some 
particular stage of development . 
\ 
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The term ~pic~ from the Gree~ epos, means a 
"word,n hence, finally, "narration" (Compare the Norse saga, 
something said). The epic, according to Gummere, had its 
origin in social and religious customs in the primitive 
days when church and state, or religion and law, were prac-
tically synonymous terms. As in Greece, so among the Germanic 
tribes, laws were sacred. Tacitus describes the Germanic 
custom of casting lots as both iegal and religious. "A 
branch is cut from a fruit-bearing tree and is divided into 
little blocks, which are distinguished by certain marks and 
scattered at random over a white cloth,'' says he. 11 Then the 
state priest if it is a public occasion, the father of a 
family if it is domestic, after a praye~ to the gods, looking 
toward heaven thrice picks up a block. These he now interprets 
according to the marks previously made.n 
"What renders the c~emony of importance to us, n 
Gummere goes on, "is the fact that t he interpretation Tacitus 
mentions was poetical and that the ' marks ' were runes~ i.e., 
the rude alphabet employed by the Germanic trives. According 
as these mystic symbols fell, the priest made alliterating 
verses declaring .the result of the ceremony. The letters gave · 
the key to the r imes. Since the beech-tree (Anglo-Saxon bok, 
book, but also 1 beech'< like German Buch and Buche) was a 
favorite wood for t he purpose ana the signs were cut in (A.S. 
writan, ·rout into,'' then 'write ' ) , .we win a new meaning for 
the phrase, ·tto write a boo k .' Further, to read really means 
to interpret - as in the common '' red e the riddle. · So in the 
original, literal sense, the priest read the writing of the 
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book. Since he read it poetically and as a decree of the 
gods and as something legally binding on the people, we may 
assume (bearing in mind the antiquity of priestcraft) that 
poetry, the earliest form of literature, begins among the 
priesthood in the service of law and religion." 
Every known literature asserts this precedence of 
verse. The oldest monuments of every language are song. 
Fables and traditions all point to the great age of poetry. 
The Greeks considered poetry the invention of the gods. In 
the Norse myth, Saga was Odin's daughter: "like the muse, the 
daughter of Zeus, sil:e instructs men in the art .of song. 1' 
"The old poetry," says J. Grimm, "was a sacred matter, im-
mediately related to the gods, and bound up with prophecy and 
magic." The Gallic druids taught their sacred lore in verse. 
Many ancient laws (e.g. laws of the Cretans) were in poetic 
form. Indeed, in the essay on Milton, Macaulay assumes that 
the older the poetry, the better - that it de~enerates as 
civilization advances. 
Thi s unit of sacred law had two sides, a secular 
use and a purely religious use. Survivals of the former occur 
in the young people' s custom of saying a rhyme to see who shall 
be flit" for a game. The worship of the god from which the 
tribe was descended gave rise to a song, at first composed 
merely of chorus, exclamation ana· incoherent chant, full of 
repeti tiona. While they_ sang, they kept time with the foot 
in a solemn dance, which was inseparable from the chant itself 
and governed the words (of. our metrical term foot). As order 
and matter penetrated this wild ooremony, there resulted a rude 
' 
·' 
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hymn with intelligible words ana a connecting idea. 
Natur ally this connecting idea would concern the ~eeds of the 
god, his birth, bringing up and mightyacts. Thus a thread of 
legend would be woven into the hymn - a thread fastened at 
one end to the human associations of the tribe, but losing 
itself in the uncertainty of a miraculous and superhuman 
past. 
In an attempt to explain the natural phenomena of 
daily experience, primitive man peopled the universe with a 
multitude of gods, i.e., he atttibuted will and passion to 
the acts of nature. Something dimly personal stood behind 
the flash of lightning, the roaring of the wind. The ways 
and doings of these nature- gods were set in order, and, a[ 
course, wer~ in many cases brought in direct connection with 
the tribal god. Hence there came to be a second thread woven 
into the hymn, mythology. Both legend and mythology are 
narrative, however, and the hymn ceased to be merely a hymn; 
chorus and strophe (sets of verses) were dro pped. Instead of 
sets of words, the verses ran on in unbroken row. Minstrels 
took the pla.ce of the dancing multi tude and chanted in a sort 
of recitative some song full of myth and legend, but centred 
in the pe rson of the tribal god. Such a song was the epic -
from Greek epos, word, narration. 
To quote Mr. Taylor, epic poetry goes back 11 to that 
actual e A~erience of nature and life which is the ultimate 
source of human fancy."* In early times when the great epics 
*:Primi.ti ve Culture, I, 273. 
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were forming, when their materi a ls were gradually drawing 
together,_ creative :power lay rather in the national life 
itself than in any individual. There were no poets, only 
sing ers. The race or nation was the poet. For the final 
shape in which these epics came down to present time, 
1: oweve:c , there must hav e 11een a poe t s inger. 
1'he epic i s characterized by many epi sodes, not 
need ed for the progress of the main plot, but bound together 
by common relationship to some great hero, action or time. 
The epic is filled with dialogues, vhich lend vitality and 
. dramatic force. Certain so-called epic i mage s like "black 
ship," "swift ship," 11 Wine-dark sea,u the outgrowth of oral 
repetition to allow time to improvise new material, character-
ize the epic. Usually an e pi.c begins by telling what is to 
be sung: "Arma, virumque, cano , " t 'he a rms and the man I sing. 
The epic is simple in construc tion and uniform in metre , 
moves forward steadily to a definite goal, and represents the 
~ction as taking place in a short time. Though t h e war lasts 
ten year s , the i mportant events of the Iliad occur in a few 
da~s. The Od yssey co vers a period of only six weeks. The 
epic enforces no moral, but merely tells a story without 
comment. Yet the teaching is there in solution for the in-
terested per s on to precipitate if he chooses. 
The Teutonic races that settled in Britain were 
slower than the Celts in accepting Christianity. They brought 
with them from the cold cheerlessness of their continental 
home physical strength to withstand the rigors of climate and 
force subsistence from unwilling earth and treacherous ocean, 
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the persistence and skill and daring of those who adventure 
upon land and sea holding steady course to havens better 
because more practical, the belief in themselves that, tempered 
with a sense of fair play, makes final defeat impossible, and 
a love of the sea as deep as the sea itself. Lacking in imagina-
tion and the Celtic love of color, the Teuton was devoid of 
the fine susceptibility of the Celt and to him life took on 
sombre hues. These sterner qualities, however, have a vital 
place in determining the heritage of a people for they are the 
warp and woof of racial preservation. To these the Teutons 
added, if we may believe Tacitus, the habit of tribal discus-
sion of important matter s , outgrowth of a spirit of freedom 
that was eventually to flower in parliamentary government, 
a devotion to one wife that made monogamous family life both 
the centre and the bulwark of the state, a religious sense 
that led them not to confine their gods within walls, not to 
compare them to any human face, but rather to consecrate woods 
and groves and to give names of deities to an abstraction wor~ 
shipped as a manifestation of spirituality. 
The joy in brave deeds and in loyal service, the 
natural outcome of such characteristics, found expression in 
the great Teutonic epic, Beo~n1lf , the oldest heroic poem in 
any Germanic language. Although it was not put into writing 
until probably the seventh century in England and although it 
contains some easily distinguishable reference s to Christianity, 
obviously inserted by some scribe, it is distinctly a continent-
al pagan poem embodying the early experiences and ideals of the 
Teutons. 
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The poem is divided into three parts. The first 
deals with the story of Scyld, the king of the Spear Danes, 
the ancestor of Hrothgar, for whom the hero, Beowulf, does 
his mighty deeds. Thus Parts I and II are but very slightly 
connected. The second part deals with the main deeds of 
Beowulf who leaves his home in the land of the Geats (Southern 
Sweden) to g? to the rescue of his father's friends, the Spear 
Danes. The Danes have for twelve years suffered because of 
the raids of the monster, Grendel, whom no weapon could harm. 
After many of King Hrothgar's best warriors have been devoureq, 
Beowulf finally arrives upon the scene and succeeds after a 
terrible fight in killing Grendel, and, later, his mother, 
the monster mere-wife. The third part of the poem deals with 
t he story of Beowulf's last · fig~t. The scene here is laid 
fifty years after the events related in Part II. Beowulf is 
successful in overcoming a frightful fire-drake, but the 
monster's fiery breath enters his lungs. He dies but not 
before he has obtained for his people the vast treasures found 
in the fire-drake's cave. 
Whatever the mythology and the symbology of the poem 
may be, the epic deals with the deeds of a man in conflict with 
evil forces that must be conquered for the good of mankind. In 
every instance the hero succeeds through his own strength, 
frequently with the help of Fate, for nFate often saves an un-
doomed man when his valor avails." The brave thing was the 
splendid thing. Skill and courage and the power that comes 
through conquest of evil, these were the Teutonic ideals. 
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In tracing the thread of mythology in the epic of 
Beowulf, Ten Brink explains that the northwest coast of ~urope, 
where the epic originated is exposed to the ravages of ocean 
storms. Over the lowlands swept in fury the tempests of spring 
and fall. The sea broke bounds and destroyed houses and men. 
Presently to calm the wildness of the storms came the spring-
god, Beowa. The god puts to rout the monsters of the stormy 
sea, conquering them and killing them. Grendel and his mother 
represent these storms. In the autumn they burst forth again. 
The waning power of summer closes with them in fierce struggle. 
After long combat both the year arm the storms sink into the 
frostbound sleep of winter. 
Some authorities think that the fight with Grendel 
represents the overcoming of dangers from stagnant pools and 
marshes; that the fight with Grendel's mother represents man's 
conquering of the power of the sea by making it serve his needs 
or holding it in check by dykes; that the fight with the fire-
drake is to represent the struggle to control other forces of 
nature that endangered man 's existence, perhaps the conquest 
of forest fires. 
History tells us that early in the sixth century, 
Hygelac. ·king of the Geats, came down from the north to plunder 
along the Rhine. The Frankish king, Thendebert, met and fought 
Hygelac, and the latter was killed. His follower and. nephew, 
however, Beowulf, son of Ectbeow, did great deeds. He fought 
until all others had fallen, escaped by a marvelous feat of 
swi mming , and went back to his island home. His fame spr ead 
abroad, and he grew to be a national hero. Songs were sung 
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about him, wandering minstrels chanted his praise from tribe 
to tribe, until finally they acquired touches of the super-
natural. Thus there came into being hymns in honor of Beowa, 
t he liberating and nationa l god, and songs in honor of 
Be01JI!Ulf, t he national hero. Gradually, t he t '.llfO f)ecame on e 
person, myth and legend, hymns a nd songs crystallizea about 
a. common cent r e unti l SO:'Ile gifted minstrel gave them unity 
and . expres sion in the epic kno·~ as Beowulf. 
Several of the great world epics appear to have 
grown up, as it were, among a people and to have been put 
in their final form by the last of a line of bards. Such 
poems are known a s f oU.:-epics , becau se t hey have come 
di rect l y fro m the hea rts of the people. They are f a r simpler 
than the literary epic, which is the conscious, more labored 
work of some literary man who delibera tely choo s es to use the 
epic form for a work of his own composition. ''The Ilia d " , 
11 ~he Odys s ey ," i' Bemnm.lf '' and 11 The Hibelungenl ied" a.re exam-
ples of the folk-epic; the n Aeneid," "The Divine Comedy," 
"Paradise Lost," "Paradise Regained," and ''Drake" are literary 
epics. The epic re 1ies solely on imagination and memory 
and deals . ,!Vith the pa st. The author as an individual counts 
for little i n t he epic. 1!he singer i s a pa.rt of 1Nbat he sings, 
whereas in ly:ric po et r y t h e lyric is part of the singer. There 
is no invention. As a matter of fact the fa t e and story of 
the hero were generally well known to the audience. The 
author's skill lay in presenting the story with freshness and 
power. 
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Besides Beowulf, studied in translation or by 
excerpt in some high schools, the usual examples of t~e 
great epic read are translations of the Iliad and the Odyssey, 
and one or two books of Paradise Lost. The Idylls of the 
King, a series of apical episo de s rather t ha n one great epic, 
Sohrab and Rustum, distinctly an epi sode , s.nd the metrical 
ro!flances , Scott's Lady of the Lake, Marmi on, and Lay of the 
La s t Mins t rel , and Tennyso n' s ~J.lhe Princess are the longer 
narrative poems ordinarily found in the high school curriculum. 
Careful study of such poems gives knowledge: of the 
manners and customs of the peoples depicted and the life which 
they evidence; of the ideals of which these are an expression; 
such as, ideals of social life, i.e., love, friendship, the 
family; practical ideals, i.e., roadmaking , bridge-building, 
invention; exploration, preservat ion of life; moral ideals, 
i.e., courage,truthfulness, loyalty; religious ideals, i.e., 
self-sacr ifice for the sake of right, service, loyalty to God, 
etc. A comparison of epics or of heroes in ·epics exhibits 
differences in character, customs, and ideals. The accounting 
for these gives discrimination and conviction as to what is 
best in life and how rightly to attain and keep it. Such 
knowledge end·s directly in improved character and hence in 
better living. A comparison of the women in different epics 
throws light on the degree of civilization of various epochs. 
~ study of mi nor cha r a cters and of opposing forces explains 
why nations crumble or society disintegrates. For example, 
though the creeping paralysis of the sin of Launcelot and 
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Guinevere disrupted Arthur's kingdom and seemingly ruined 
his pu.rposes, a study of Iviodred, the sneak, and Gawain, the 
gossip, with their insolence and furtive and finally open 
disobedience reveals the influences of disintegration con-
stantly at work in evil minds. Always matter wars with spirit, 
but in the end spirit conquers, for the seed that has been 
sown springs up, grows , bears fruit and rimltiplie s until at 
last the harvest crowds out the tares, just as Christianity 
grew in Britain. Beowulf, dying with no son to succee a him 
on the throne, was blessed, for such fatherly protection had 
he given hi s people that all men in the country were his sons 
to carry on his purposes. The treasure he gained for them in 
his last battle was to prove the path to increase and to peace. 
'Just as a study of dramatic poetry and the accompany-
ing actual or imagina-ry enact~ng of plays or scenes from plays 
develops, in addition to a knowledge of the mechanics of drama 
and an appr eciation of artistry in expression and interpreta-
tion, an understanding both of men, their characteristics, 
habits, ideals and . governing motives and of the workings of 
the. moral law and of the scientific principles mich should 
control human action, so a study of lyric poetry reveals an 
even more intimate knowledge of the personality and _inner 
thought -of man as an individual, and a study of epic poetry 
reveals man's relationships, _shows him as a unit - in world and 
cosmos, incorporating in himself and gathering about himself 
for expression in service t o society the noblest ideals of 
the human race . Each f orm of poetry is an avenue through 
which man learns more of the human heart and the practices 
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and aspirations of all mankind. Because the appeal of all 
poetry is emotional and musical and the appeal of lyric and 
epic poetry is so exquisitely beautiful and triumphant, so 
delicate yet so lofty, so simple yet so deep, so comforting, 
revealing and inspirational, it is the subtlest, yet probably 
the strongest influence in literature fo r the fash ioning of 
noble character and henqe ultimately, .is it too much to suggest, 
of v.orthy citizenship? Dramatic poetry reveals the passions 
of the human heart and depicts man in rebellion, intentional 
or ignorant, shows him, overc~me by moral and physical forces 
too mighty for him to conquer, approaching punishment propor-
tionate to his wrong-doing. Though man should learn by contem-
plation of nemesis, fear has not yet raised the world to 
heaven. Legislation against liquor has.not cured the world 
of drunkenness. Reform will come only when desire ceases. 
"But I say unto you, That whosoever looketh on a woman to lust 
after her hath committed adultery with her in his heart." 
Constructive, not dest ructive , medit ation is what brings delight 
in goodness. "And if thy right eye off end thee; pluck it out, 
and cast it from thee, for it is profitable for thee that one 
of thy members should perish, and not that they whole body should 
be cast into hell." (Matt. V, 28,29). The delight in the in-
trinsic worth of the beautiful, the good ana the true that is 
the very essence of the appeal of the lyric and the epic is of 
itself a positive force for righteous development. Comprehen-
s ion of spiritual law engenders obedience to spiritual law, 
and obedience to spiritual law entails observance of civil law. 
51. 
The incorporation into character and daily life of the 
dictates of spiritual law throughout all social and civic 
reactions cannot fail t o produce eventually ideal citizenship. 
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